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Fake News? US-backed Forces Blast Through 8th Century Syrian Wall to Fight ISIS
By Karin Brothers, July 05, 2017
The US-backed forces, fronted by the so-called “Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF)”, appeared
to come to ISIS’s rescue. On the night of July 3rd, the U.S. Central Command (CENTCOM),
claimed that SDF had “found a way” through the historic wall at “the most heavily-fortiﬁed
portion of Raqqa”; two 25 meter-long breaches had been blasted through it.
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Thinking About Waiting. Time is All We Have…
By Edward Curtin, July 05, 2017
For why else are they waiting without raising their voices in protest against U.S. nuclear ﬁrst
strike policy and the trillion dollar modernization of American nuclear weapons announced
by Barack Obama and continuing under Donald Trump?

Jamaica: Marcus Garvey’s Economic Philosophy Has a “Capitalism Problem”
By Dr. Ajamu Nangwaya, July 04, 2017
We cannot use Garvey’s message of liberation to break “mental and physical chains of
oppression” without acknowledging and discussing the fact that Marcus Garvey’s philosophy
has a capitalism problem.

U.S. Intends to Use Confrontation Between Turkey and Kurds in Northern Syria
By Firas Samuri, July 04, 2017
U.S. Defense Secretary Jim Mattis said Tuesday that the U.S. would continue to ﬁnance and
provide weapons to Syrian Kurdish ﬁghters after the operation in Raqqa, Syria.

Reﬂections on Canada at 150
By Jim Miles, July 04, 2017
Yes the ruling Liberals under Justin Trudeau includes a select group of diverse people, but
they are essentially token representatives concealing larger problems.
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